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Peter Clecak 

The Revolution Delayed 

THE POLITICAL AND CULTURAL 
REVOLUTIONARIES IN AMERICA 

The summer is ended; the harvest 

is past; and we are not saved. 

?Jeremiah 2:8 

a s the stultifying fifties drew to a close, a new 
generation of 

-?"^radicals promised fresh directions in American politics. Idealistic, 

bright and energetic, these young people revived the confidence of weary 

men on the Left. Of course, the new radicals possessed 
no clear program, 

no viable organization, 
not even a formidable constituency. And they 

were innocent of the disastrous potentialities of moral vision insufficient 

ly tempered by political realism. But these were the inseparable strengths 

and weaknesses of youth. Vision would be modified by experience, it 

was supposed. As C. Wright Mills declared in 1960: "Let the old men 

ask sourly, 'Out of Apathy?into what? The Age of Complacency is 

ending. Let the old women complain wisely about 'the end of ideology.' 

We are 
beginning 

to move 
again."1 

After a decade of movement, however, the question that Mills 

brushed aside must be asked once 
again. For the hopes of a 

generation 

of radicals have soured; their visions have taken on disturbing shapes; 
and their politics have turned into revolutionary fantasies. Born in the 

optimistic climate of the New Frontier, the movement has already 
re 

enacted what Richard Hofstadter calls "the tragic rhythm of American 

radicalism." The two most publicized styles of radicalism at the end 

of the sixties?the fragmented sds and the Yippies?reveal the intense 

frustration and impotence of those who have thoroughly rejected the 

1 
C. Wright Mills, "The New Left," in Power, Politics and Peofle, Irving 

Louis Horowitz, ed. (New York, 1963), p. 259. 
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The Revolution Delayed 

present social order. If the political revolutionaries have acquired the 

usual symptoms of exhaustion?sectarianism, dogmatism, and elitism? 

the cultural revolutionaries display the opposite marks of radical in 

coherence. But they share common cultural assumptions: an 
apocalyptic 

vision of the decomposition of Western civilization (capitalist and social 

ist alike), as well as a belief in salvation through total change. They 
also share common failures: an inability (or unwillingness) to pursue 

comprehensive critiques of American society, 
to 

imagine mature alter 

natives, or to project 
a viable politics of transition. 

In the sixties, the balance of opinion in the organized sectors of the 

new Left shifted from a 
politics of reform toward a militant revolu 

tionary romanticism. Though defenders of the new radicalism admit 

that it suffers from internal division as well as from mounting 
ex 

ternal repression, they nevertheless expect that somehow, through 
an 

indefinable interplay of revolutionary theory and action, it will turn 

into a "mass organization" capable of pulling off a Marxist revolution 

in corporate America. This myth transcends the merely theoretical as 

well as the empirical, dissipating the enormous weight of negative 

speculative and historical evidence, as 
Barrington Moore, Jr. suggests 

in his careful assessment of the possibilities for a minority-led revolution 

in America. He concludes that 

Unless events and trends that no one can now foresee intervene to generate 

both widespread support for a revolutionary break and a more 
passive willing 

ness to go along with it, any temporary collapse within the next twenty or 

thirty years would probably have utterly tragic consequences. Even if it suc 

ceeds in taking power, a revolution that tries to remold society against the 

mores and folkways of the mass of the population must turn to terror and 

propaganda on a gigantic scale in order to stay in control. ... It would 

almost certainly be a failure.2 

The Political Revolutionaries 

?Tthat went wrong in the sixties? How did sizeable elements of 
* the new Left, which began 

as an 
optimistic, democratic, anti 

ideological youth movement, acquire the characteristics of marginal 
rev 

olutionary sects in less than a decade? Christopher Lasch offers a sub 

stantial part of the answer: "Both the strengths and the weaknesses of 

2 "Revolution in America?" The New York Review of Books (January 30, 
1969), p. 10. 
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the New Left derive from the fact that it is largely a student movement 

based on 'alienation.' From the beginning, the New Left defined political 
issues as 

personal issues. How does one achieve personal integrity? 

'authenticity'?in 
a mechanized, bureaucratized, dehumanized soci 

ety?"3 Lasch suggests that because the new Left has acted "out of an 

ideal of personal heroism rather than from an 
analysis of the sources 

of tension in American society and the possibilities for change," it 

"vacillates between existential despair and absurdly inflated estimates 

of its own 
potential."4 

Lasch's interpretation is essentially accurate, though 
as I shall argue, 

he underestimates the political intentions of the founders of sds (the 
chief organizational center of white radicalism in the 1960s). By 

focusing 
on several leading characteristics of the new Left?its youth, 

alienation, and lack of political sophistication?Lasch sees the end in 

its beginnings. And he is probably right. At least in retrospect, the ten 

sion between the capacities, needs, and desires of the new Left and the 

relative inflexibility of society seems destined to have resulted in sectar 

ianism, extremism, and an 
emerging cult of violence. 

Although largely repudiated by current leaders of sds factions, the 

Port Huron Statement is in many respects 
a remarkable document, a 

record of the dominant moods of an articulate minority of the young 
in the early sixties. The wide disparities between the rhetoric and the 

realities of American life stirred them into radical action. Everywhere 

they looked, the students confronted paradoxes: the American creed 

of racial equality and the grim facts of bigotry; the celebration of 

domestic progress and the aimlessness of much work and most leisure; 
the myth of affluence and the realities of poverty; the rhetorical com 

mitment to assisting underdeveloped nations and the ever more lop 

sided global polarization of wealth; and most ominously, the proclama 
tions of peace amid furious preparations for a 

catastrophic nuclear war. 

At the outset, then, the young Left displayed an awareness of what 

I consider the chief paradoxes of postwar American radicalism: the 

dilemma of powerlessness and the moral ambiguities of politics. In its 

most general form, "radical paradoxes" 
has two related dimensions: 

1) Neo-Marxist and radical analyses of the American economic and 

social order suggest the need for massive structural changes that no 

group on the Left has been able to effect; 2) Humanistic, liberal as 

sumptions and values have become essentially codes of personal conduct 

3 The Agony of the American Left (New York, 1969), p. 180. 

*Jbid.y p. 182. 
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with uncontrollable, contradictory public meanings and uses. When 

exercised politically, these values often contribute to illiberal social and 

political ends. When not exercised, the resulting vacuum is quickly 
filled by repressive, anti-democratic forces from the Center and the 

Right. In both instances, personal values are at odds with the broader 

social goals of preserving democracy and abolishing capitalism in favor 

of some form of socialism. Moreover, anti-democratic shortcuts to power 

in America have failed politically, while often corrupting their practi 
tioners on the Left. 

Their youth allowed the new leftists fresh, vivid perceptions of the 

intolerable dilemmas that their parents and teachers had distanced 

through a variety of perspectives, best summarized in Daniel Bell's 

concept of "the end of ideology." Since the chance of total revolutionary 

change in the advanced nations of the West had vanished, Bell con 

tended, progress would henceforth come about less dramatically, by 
slow, relatively 

even stages. In emphasizing the enormous complexity 
of modern societies and the unavailability of revolutionary levers of 

change, the "end of ideology" theorists?Bell, Lipset and others?also 

tended to minimize the moral dimensions of domestic and international 

injustices, and the urgency of acting against them. In the end, these 

intellectuals "resolved" the dilemmas by obliterating the paradox of 

radical powerlessness: they 
came to accept the basic features of the 

American system. 

A political conflict between the generations became imminent as the 
new radicals focused on what their elders no 

longer wanted to look at 

directly. The young had no 
good 

reason to accept the resignation of 

the intellectuals, for their own radical odyssey had just begun. And the 
older intellectuals were still adjusting to the crushing losses of an earlier 
radicalism: the failure of socialism in Europe and America, and its 
deformation in the Soviet Union during the era of Stalin. For a variety 
of reasons, then, neither could accept the basic stance of the other. The 

fresh, unmediated perceptions of American dilemmas reinforced the 

mood of urgency among the young radicals at Port Huron : "Our work 

is guided by the sense that we may be the last generation in the ex 

periment with living."5 Still, they understood that most of their fellow 

citizens did not care?or had learned not to care?about the drift 

toward apocalypse. "We are a minority . . . imbued with urgency, yet 
the message of our 

society is that there is no viable alternative. ..." 

5 
References to "The Port Huron Statement" are from Paul Jacobs and 

Saul Landau, The New Radicals (New York, 1966), pp. 150-162. 
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The received wisdom of resignation struck the young as a counsel of 

despair which they sought to exorcise with hope, with a "yearning to 

believe that there is an alternative to the present." 

To reestablish radical vision after its virtual disappearance in the 

1950s, the activists formulated an optimistic, though tentative statement 

of their values. They asserted that man is "infinitely precious and 

possessed of unfulfilled capacities for reason, freedom and love." But in 

America the myth of consumption had dehumanized everyone?the 
affluent who had too much and the poor who had too little. The ex 

pression of man's dormant capacities required 
a new social setting, "a 

democracy of individual participation, governed by two central aims: 

that the individual share in those social decisions determining the quality 
and direction of his life: that society be organized to encourage inde 

pendence in men and provide the media for their common 
participation." 

Recognizing the initial need for enlarging their campus constituen 

cies, the founders of the movement set about translating 
the moods of 

students into their political equivalents. In the early phases, it was as 

sumed, success could not be measured by political victories or even by 
"the intellectual 'competence' 

or 
'maturity' of the students in 

volved. . . ." The leaders harbored no illusions about the prevalent 

anti-political attitudes of students or the dismal state of higher education. 

Though sketchy, the radicals' analysis of the larger political scene 

had the solid virtues of identifying the primary problems that would 

haunt the nation throughout the decade, and of outlining the intricate 

social, psychological, and political dimensions of a fresh departure from 

the pace and direction of American life. Drawing heavily 
on the work 

of C. Wright Mills, they clearly identified the dominant trend toward 

increasing private power under the public facade of democracy. To res 

cue the values of American liberalism from the complacency of intellec 

tuals and from the crude deformations of philistines, the founders 

charted a vague politics of radical reform that included protest and 

confrontation as well as electoral activity. In general, the early 
sds 

advocated a Left-liberal coalition of students, civil rights and peace 

groups, labor, the poor, and the "conscience constituency" of affluent 

professionals. Since the wide range of available tactics was to serve the 

larger ends of their vision, they ruled out violence which "requires 

generally the transformation of the target, be it a human being 
or a 

community of people, into a depersonalized object of hate." 

Though flawed by strains of pretentious romanticism, the Port Huron 

Statement generally struck a balance between the articulation of ideals 
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and the recognition of social realities. The founders intended to com 

bine best elements of the liberal tradition?its sense of the fragility of 

democracy and of the complexity of modern social problems?with a 

critique of its failures. They fused an awareness of the problematic 
with their passionate determination to solve radical paradoxes by 

em 

barking upon a sweeping politics of reform. But it was far easier to 

draw up a statement of intentions than to execute it. The founders of 

sds did not anticipate the devastating effects that the impending clash 
with the larger society would have on their efforts to develop a radical 

analysis, vision, and politics. Unable to calculate the narrow range of 

American politics, they could not know how quickly their activity would 

dramatize the inherent weaknesses and limitations of a radical youth 
movement in an advanced capitalist society. 

In Rebellion and Regression (1969), Tom Hayden, the principal 
author of the Port Huron Statement, casts the history of the new Left 

in the context of its most representative theme?disillusionment and the 

loss of innocence. At the outset of the decade, he recalls, the hopes of 

the young were raised by the election of Kennedy and the establish 
ment of the Peace Corps which "represented an alternative symbolically, 

a way out of the Cold War: and at the same time, an alternative to 

the ratrace careers that most young people faced unhappily."6 But the 

Peace Corps turned out to be little more than a diverting facade which 
for a time blinded people to the "more brutal and exploitative patterns 
of American foreign policy. 

. . ." Of course, the principal encounters 

that turned the new Left away from liberalism were domestic: chiefly, 
the civil rights movement. (A good deal of the history of the young 
radicals must be understood as a series of reactions to 

shifting currents 

in the black movement.)7 Students went South "with a confidence that 
the conscience of the United States" was on their "side" only to dis 

6 
Rebellion and Rezession (New York, 1969), p. 23. Subsequent page 

references are included in the text. 
7 
Of course, both the black and the white radical movements have, through 

out the 1960's, reacted against the larger forces of American society and 

culture. The parallel changes in their conceptions of society and politics are, 
as James O'Brien puts it, ". . . variations on a theme: the recognition that 

American liberalism was not enough, that the good society was one in which 

people shaped their own institutions to meet their own needs." A 
History of 

the New Left (Boston, 1968), p. 1. For excellent interpretations of the 

black movement in the 1960s, see: Harold Cruse, The Crisis of the Negro 
Jntellectual (New York, 1967) ; Revolution or Rebellion (New York, 1970) ; 
and Christopher Lasch, The Agony of the American Left (New York, 
1969), pp. 117-168. 
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cover that racism permeated the institutional structures and conscious 

ness of the entire nation (p. 23). 
Rather than promoting substantial economic, social, and political 

gains, the promising work among the urban poor foundered against the 

solid resistance of a vast maze of local economic and political interests. 

And instead of reversing 
a 

neo-imperialist foreign policy, the anti-war 

efforts highlighted its apparent irreversibility. Thus, the experience of 

failure and the accompanying 
sense of impotence 

soon corroded the 

fragile balance of theory, politics, and vision the founders had intended 

to develop. Hayden's selective history of the new Left suggests the ac 

tivists' need for full explanations of partial achievements within the 

larger framework of defeat. The search proceeded on two interrelated 

fronts?one theoretical, the other mythical. 

The early frustrations of sds?in the areas of civil rights, peace, and 

community organizing?led many to ask more fundamental questions: 

Who makes domestic and foreign policy? What are the decision-makers' 
sources of power? Who benefits from these policies? If the activists 

could not provide thoroughly convincing answers, they nevertheless 

stuck to the central questions. And the seasoned critics didn't help 
much. Establishment liberals like Nathan Glazer proved more skillful 

at diagnosing the weaknesses of the new Left than in defining the anat 

omy and dynamics of American society. In his generally sound critique 
of the state of the movement in 1968, Glazer suddenly goes blank 

when attempting 
to refute the new Left's contention that Vietnam is 

an especially ugly aspect of neo-imperialism : "In the end, I cannot help 

believing, the Vietnam war must be understood as the result of a series 

of monumental errors. The key point to me is this: America would not 

have had to be very much different from what it is now for some Presi 

dent to have gotten us out of Vietnam rather than deefer and deefer 

into it"8 This is rather like arguing that the rapist who only intended 

to molest the girl accidently killed her. It may be so: given a second 

chance, the man 
might avoid another murder. But the argument begs 

the main question of why (or even whether) he is an habitual rapist. 

Though not a refutation of Glazer, the analogy highlights his typical 
failure to deal with the serious questions of imperialism that young 
radicals formulated in the mid-sixties. 

How, then, were these fundamental questions to be approached if 

older intellectuals of the establishment provided no comprehensive 

8 "The New Left and Its Limitations," Commentary (July, 1968), p. 39. 
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framework? It would not do merely to suggest that grand syntheses 
were outmoded, to declare that basic questions about American econom 

ic and social order could not be analyzed and refined. So in the absence 

of alternatives the young turned uneasily to the radical past. In spite of 

the many revisions and distortions accumulated over a century Marxism 

remained the only comprehensive intellectual and political point of 

departure available to the minority who pursued theory. Hoping to 

resist the ideological straight jackets and the sectarianism of the old 

Left (of the men who, along with their God, had failed), the new 

radicals returned to Marxism, arguing all the while that they would 

recast it in a 
contemporary mold. 

My intention is to assume rather than to make a case for the con 

tinuing importance of Marxist theory. Without an essentially Marxian 

perspective, I think it impossible to understand the largest contours of 

twentieth-century history?the global polarization of wealth through 
various forms of capitalism and neo-imperialism, the major wars, and 

the decisive revolutions. As Sartre has observed, Marxism is the funda 

mental philosophy of our time. It may also be the philosophy that, in the 

America of the sixties and seventies, cannot be widely understood. At 

least in the past decade, Marxist theory had no chance to develop in 

active segments of the movement. Of course, the frustrating experi 

ences of radicals after Port Huron did move some to a serious analysis 

of American society.9 Carl Oglesby's eloquent address at the Novem 

ber 1965 March on Washington summarized the growing understand 

ing of the separation of liberal values from the American corporate 

system : 

Let's stare our situation coldly in the face. All of us are born into the colos 

sus of history, our American corporate system?in many ways, an awesome 

organism. There is one fact that describes it: with about 5 percent of the 

world's people, 
we consume about half the world's goods. We take a richness 

that is in good part not our own, and we put it in our 
pockets, 

our garages, 
our 

split-levels, 
our bellies, and our futures. 

9 
There were several organized efforts at theory associated with the move 

ment in the 1960s: SDS's Economic Research and Action Project (ERAP) 
in 1963; later, the Radical Education Project (REP), which stressed social 

theory but managed to do little more than reprint the work of older Leftists, 

foreign and domestic. Of course, a few individuals in the movement?Carl 

Oglesby, Tom H ay den, Martin Nicolaus, among others?did produce a slim 

body of proficient social criticism. Moreover, the revival of radicalism has 

stimulated the beginnings of a large body of literature on, by, and about 

radicals, in the universities, some of it good. 
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On the face of it, it is a crime that so few should have so much at the 

expense of so many. Where is the moral imagination so abused as to call this 

just? Perhaps many of us feel a bit uneasy in our sleep. We are not, after 

all, a cruel people. And perhaps 
we don't really need this superdominance 

that deforms others. But what can we do? The investments are made. The 

financial ties are established. The plants abroad are built. Our system exists. 

One is swept up into it. How intolerable?to be born moral, but addicted to 

a stolen and maybe surplus luxury. Our goodness threatens to become counter 

feit before our eyes?unless we change.10 

The enormous potential of Marxist theory, however, was barely 

tapped if only because, as Oglesby's speech implies, it led straight to 

the cul-de-sac of radical paradoxes, especially the dilemma of power 

lessness. And most young Leftists found radical paradoxes an intolerable 

perspective that failed to meet personal needs. In part because of their 

youth, in part because of their anti-intellectual cultural legacy and their 

affluent middle-class origins, they needed moral clarity, not moral am 

biguity. They needed an ideology that justified decisive action, not a 

theory that raised unanswered?and perhaps unanswerable?political 

questions. And they needed a sweeping vision of the future?apocalyptic 
and Utopian?not 

an anxious view of endless crises. The movement as 

a whole had to reduce paradoxes to problems. And for this they 
re 

quired myth, not Marxism: or better, a 
mythicized Marxism. 

By the late 1960s, Marxist theory was eclipsed by the complementary 

myths of disillusionment and of revolution. Hayden's interpretation of 

new Left history suggests the power of the myth of disillusionment 

(whose personal and political cycle includes the loss of innocence through 
the discovery of evil, the resolution to eradicate it, the popular and insti 

tutional resistance to dramatic social change, and finally, disenchantment 

and frustration). This myth had obvious appeal to young Leftists. It 

not only placed frustrating political losses (and minor successes as well) 
in a tolerable perspective; it also reinforced their morally absolute views 

of the world. When the most immediate institutions?the family, the 

school, the local authorities?proved immovable, the myth revealed its 

built-in safety-valve of infinitely expanding contexts. To justify specific 
defeats and to sustain their momentum after marginal victories, youn? 

radicals identified ever more formidable and more inclusive enemies: 

capitalism, imperialism, socialism, civilization itself. 

10 
"Liberalism and the Corporate State," reprinted in Monthly Review 

(January 1966), p. 27. 
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Once set in motion, however, the pattern of expanding contexts blurs 

vision and destroys values. When criteria of political success and failure 

collapse, specific actions lose their meaning: there is nothing 
to measure 

them against. Paradoxically, thought diminishes in value because it 

does not lead to satisfying public action. Inaction and increasingly des 

perate forms of behavior turn out to be the frustrating poles of expres 

sion, for as the parameters of imagination continuously expand and 

the enemy takes on mythical proportions, the possibilities for significant, 

purposive action narrow: sooner or later, violence?the least ambiguous 

form of direct action?becomes the chief criterion of personal and po 
litical 'authenticity.' 

By itself, however, the negative myth of disillusionment tends to 

suppress the quest for authenticity through direct political action. Those 

who do not choose to 
drop out, sell out, or to engage in random acts 

of violence, must seek a positive resolution to this myth. The most mili 

tant elements of the new Left sought relief from the strains of radical 

paradoxes by opting for revolution. 

Faith in the revolutionary myth has seriously crippled the theory, 

politics, and vision of the new Left. Consider the changes in the domi 

nant Marxist views during the postwar era which includes the collapse 
of the old Left and the rise of the new: the parallels are as striking as 

the differences. The old Leftists based their overall strategy on the 

general Marxian notion that capitalism was 
creating the objective 

con 

ditions for its own demise. Capitalist development had formed an ex 

ploited class-in-itself, which the radical elite would help to convert into 
a 

revolutionary class-for-itself. If Marx provided the general 
scenar 

io (s) for the dialectics of revolution, the Soviet revolution demonstrated 
the historical possibility of staging the opening scenes of the drama of 
human liberation (even for Trotskyists who believed that the revolu 
tion was subsequently betrayed). Although this basic framework allowed 

ample scope for fierce sectarian squabbles, the general theoretical tasks 

of the old Left seemed clear: to continuously take the pulse of a dying 
system, bringing an essentially valid theory up to date. The political 
aim was equally unambiguous: to organize a disciplined vanguard 
party, and to "raise the level of consciousness of the masses" through 
continuous education, propaganda, and political action. 

More than fifty years of unrelieved failure, however, destroyed the 
belief in the industrial working class as the principal revolutionary 
force in the advanced capitalist nations, especially in the United States. 

But when the militant sectors of the new Left (principally the leaders 
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of sds) rejected a politics of reform in the mid-sixties, they turned back 

to 
general Marxian patterns of revolutionary change. And once 

again, 

parts of the American Left sought external historical models?this time 

Chinese and Cuban?in order to revitalize the belief that the most 

oppressed class in America would embrace its revolutionary mission. 

Since the new Left began to adopt the general faith (and soon after, 
the dominant forms) of its predecessor, every revolutionary group in 

the United States has settled on at least one 
proletarian "heart" to 

execute the desires of its own head: the oppressed of the third world, 
the poor, the blacks, the new 

working class, the counter-culture, the 

students themselves, and more 
recently, the old working class. Each 

surrogate proletariat has been theoretically groomed for a role in a new 

version of an old drama that none is both able and willing to play. 
This contradictory theoretical activity is of little more than passing 

interest, since it all follows from and sustains the revolutionary myth 
that there must be a surrogate proletariat (or the fragment of one) 
somewhere in America.11 By absorbing theory, mythical modes of per 

ception reduce reason and History 
to caricatures. And once the moral 

and political perspectives of radical paradoxes disappear into revolution 

ary myth, it is a 
relatively simple matter for the several competing 

van 

guards to justify any action or strategy. In place of trying to define 

the structural limits of American social order?and hence the free space 

for creative politics within and against that changing system?the 
ex 

tremist sectors of the new Left have retained their revolutionary fervor 

by emphasizing the subjective elements of will, courage, and desire. If 

the old Left exaggerated the determined elements in history, the new 

revolutionaries rely almost exclusively 
on a romantic volunteerism. (To 

paraphrase the New Testament: "Revolution in me, the hope of 

glory.") Within this mythicized, "existentialized" Marxism, personal 
needs and desires take on a 

public, pseudo-historical significance, since 

they are no longer tempered by the pragmatism and discipline of poli 
tics. The alienated, passive victim can suddenly imagine himself an 

important actor in a 
mythic drama. 

11 
The Weathermen faction may be counted as an 

exception, since it ad 

vances the thesis that the revolution is essentially international. For an in 

teresting account of the ideological differences among the various revolution 

ary sects?RYM I (Weathermen) ; rym II (the sds national office franchise) ; 

the Worker-Student Alliance (a Progressive Labor Party front), and inde 

pendent revolutionary groups, see Jack Weinberg and Jack Gerson, The 

S flit in SDS (New York, 1969), an International Socialist Pamphlet. 
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If the desperate need to act out the myths of disillusionment and 

revolution (which largely sets the new Left off from the old) quickly 
turned Marxist theory into a shambles, the organizational and political 

consequences flowing from this theoretical muddle were also disastrous. 

The most bizarre form of the substitution of faith for reason, of myth 
for history, and of mindless action for theorizing, is exemplified by the 

Weathermen, a group that has put forth the most rigid revolutionary 

"solution" to radical paradoxes. Accepting the paradox of powerlessness, 

and obliterating the moral ambiguities of radical activity, the Weather 

men have concluded that white revolutionaries in America can act only 

as a support group to the blacks (the chief internal colony) and to 

revolutionaries in the underdeveloped parts of the world. To define 

socialism in "national terms within so extreme and historical an oppres 

sor nation," is, according 
to the Weathermen, an instance of "imperial 

ist national chauvinism." They contend that "Any attempt to put forth 

a strategy which despite internationalist rhetoric, assumes a 
purely in 

ternal development to the class struggle in this country is incorrect. The 

Vietnamese (and the Uruguayans and the Rhodesians) and the blacks 

and the third world peoples in this country will continue to set the 

terms for class struggle in America."12 

The implications drawn from this analysis are frightening. For the 

Weathermen have virtually dissolved their economic, political, social, 

moral and cultural ties with nearly everyone in America: all groups, 

except the lumpenproletariat and the "colonized" blacks whom they 

support from a distance, are 
guilty?of national chavinism, imperialism, 

and "white skin privilege." So guilty, in fact, that the overwhelming 

majority 
cannot participate in their own salvation: white America, the 

Weathermen have concluded, must resign itself to being ruled by a 

coalition of blacks and third world revolutionaries. "Solving" the per 

plexing question of the revolutionary agency of change by virtually 

denying its existence in the United States, the Weathermen renounce 

all political pretensions. Freed from social, political and moral obliga 

tions, they can operate freely?and irresponsibly?at the edges of 

American society, acting 
out personal fantasies of guilt and rage against 

an undifferentiated and dehumanized enemy. The following account 

of Bernadine Dohrn's keynote address at the Weathermen "War 

Council" in December 1969 illustrates the logic of extremism pushed 
to absurdity by unrelieved frustration and despair: 

12 
Quoted in Weinberg and Gerson, of. cit., p. 5. 
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Dohrn characterized violent, militant response in the streets as 'armed strug 

gle' against imperialism. 
. . . 'We're about being a fighting force alongside 

the blacks, . . . We have to get into armed struggle.' 
Part of armed struggle, as Dohrn and others laid it down, is terrorism. 

Political assassination and literally any kind of violence ... is considered 

anti-social were put forward as legitimate forms of armed struggle. . . ,13 

Other sectors of the revolutionary Left, such as Progressive Labor, 

Young Socialist Alliance, and local remnants of sds, have not yielded to 

the uninhibited rantings and pointless violence of the Weathermen. 

Considering the velocity of tendencies toward polarization among groups 
in contemporary America, however, they may not be far behind. Lack 

ing the theoretical sophistication to justify, temper and qualify its 

faith, the militant elements of the new Left were, and are, destined 
to engage in a string of political disasters, isolating themselves further 
and further from potentially radical constituencies. The prospect of 
their "using" any major force in American society as the engine of 

revolution does not merit serious attention, as the abortive attempts to 

unite students and workers in a 
"revolutionary alliance" clearly illus 

trate. The Worker-Student Alliance, a 
fragment of sds, issues glowing 

reports of increasing cooperation between workers and students which 

follow the familiar rhetorical pattern of Sunday School exempla: the 

general proposition, taken on faith, forms the prelude to an extended 

example, 
a 

story of partially successful student-worker collaboration. 

In turn, the example becomes a 
sign to the faithful of the vast potential 

ities of the mythical alliance. Nowhere does the main assumption receive 

plausible theoretical justification or hard evidence. Yet by multiplying 
exceptions and distorting their significance, the wsa builds and sustains 
its own 

revolutionary illusions. 

13 
"Weatherman Conducts a 'War Council,' 

" 
The Guardian (January 10, 

1970), p. 14. More recently, Dohrn has repudiated terrorist activity without 

a "mass base." For a moving portrait of a bright student caught up in the 

Weathermen's pathology of violence and accidentally killed while working 
with homemade bombs, see J. Kirk Sale, "Ted Gold: Education for 

Violence," The Nation (April 13, 1970), pp. 423-429. 
Sheldon S. Wolin and John H. Schaar suggest a useful distinction be 

tween "... the violence which is overt, spontaneous, and committed by 

large numbers of people employing mainly the force of their bodies, from 
the violence which is covert, calculated, and perpetuated by 

a small handful 

using manufactured weapons." Despite clear differences in moral weight and 

political meaning, the two species of violence appear to be interrelated: the 

frustration and rage that lead to and follow from overt, mass violence en 

courage the small minority who turn to terrorism. "Is a New Politics Possi 

ble?" The New York Review of Books (September 3, 1970), p. 3. 
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And on the campuses, the main center of white radical activity in 

the 1960s, the revolutionary rhetoric and wildly disruptive actions of 

tiny minorities will, I believe, increasingly alienate students and faculty. 
Unable to chart the historical present, and incapable of developing a 

politics of transition, the organized radical groups of the sixties have 

also failed to imagine the outlines of a decent future. The social visions 

of the young revolutionaries are essentially simplistic negations of the 

worst features of the present order. They proceed from the funda 

mentalist premise of the absolute depravity of this world where, under 

capitalism, each man bears the marks of the Original Sin of alienation 

which turns him away from himself and against others. Dehumanized 

people continuously reproduce a dehumanized world of bureaucracy, 

technology, and centralized control over ever-wider areas of public and 

private life. Blind to their own unfreedom, the vast majority of people 
do not even desire liberation. Overadministered and ceaselessly manipu 
lated individuals do not want what they need, and they generally do not 

need what they want. 

The loss of perspective implied here seriously subverts the political 
potentialities of the "movement." Despite individual exceptions, the new 

Left tends toward ever-more bizarre notions of liberation, until at last, 

the distinction between capitalism and civilization blurs. Every institu 

tion, value, and social convention falls short of the simplistic criterion 
of "egalitarianism." All notions of order, rank, hierarchy, and dis 
tinction come under sustained attack?along with the gross economic, 

social, political and cultural inequities built into monopoly capitalist 

society. From this vantage point, trivial and important issues run to 

gether. The teacher who pretends to know more than his students is 
no less elitist than the politician who argues that his constituents cannot 

understand basic issues. The humanist who engages in the modest 
fraud of publishing pointless anthologies becomes a "literary imperialist," 

scarcely less culpable than the executive who pursues corporate interests 

in the tin fields of Bolivia. The parent who exercises any authority over 

the teenager is no less an authoritarian than the cop who wields his 

nightstick indiscriminately. And so on, ad nauseam! 

The belief in the immanence of a wholly new postrevolutionary man 

and society justifies uncompromising attitudes toward contemporary 
realities: "future morality" obliterates the ethical ambiguities of the 

present. Revolutionary purity functions both as a sign of individual 

moral worth and as a criterion of "political" action: all the impurities 
of the system must be purged. The university, for instance, may be an 
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instrument of military policy and a center of humane learning. Still, 
because of its mixed elements, it might as well be done away with. That 
the campus remains the primary context for educating and radicalizing 
the young cannot register on polarized minds, as Mark Rudd demon 
strates 

by summarizing 
an encounter during which he ". . . was asked, 

in the middle of a crowded faculty meeting, the following crucial ques 
tion by Professor Alan Silver. ... : 'Mr. Rudd, is there nothing in the 

university worth saving?' Had I been as sure then as I was several 

weeks later3 after much study> exferiencey and discussion} the answer 

No would have come readily" (emphasis added).14 
Such rigid stances turn politics into metapolitics by reducing the social 

landscape and its inhabitants to caricatures. In the mid-sixties, when 

sds centered its activities in urban slums, the slow progress in organizing 

the poor soon became frustrating, especially when set against the goal 

of total change. The brief foray into the ghetto both confirmed and re 

shaped the radicals' view of the nature of human nature. In theory, 

the poor could be counted on because they had nothing to gain from 

the system. Their uncorruptibility 
was threfore a social necessity. But 

in fact, the radicals soon discovered what they should have known all 

along?that a vast majority of the poor (black and white) want at 

least a share in American affluence. The inflated view of human nature 

in the mythical form of a new man clashed with the intricate reality of 

human motives in this historical matrix. When real people didn't meas 

ure up, many, in effect, abandoned the people in order to retain their 

illusions. 

The assumption that modes of conciousness and social systems 
can 

be erased like a blackboard also leads to a vast overestimation of the 

potential rate and direction of historical change, in socialist as well as 

in capitalist societies. Despite continuous social change?from mild re 

forms to convulsive revolutions?the past hangs heavily 
on the present 

and narrows the options of the future, as even the most superficial 

glance 
at the socialist history of the twentieth century demonstrates. 

Neither the Soviet nor the Chinese revolutions?perhaps the decisive 

events of our era?have in fact approached 
the new Left's visions of 

liberated man. 

In a divided world, threatened by overkill, mushrooming population, 

famine, vastly inequitable divisions of wealth, increasingly sophisticated 

14 
"Columbia: Notes on the Spring Rebellion," Carl Oglesby, ed., The 

New Left Reader (New York, 1969), p. 300. 
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forms of destructive technology and bureaucracy, and stringent 
eco 

logical imperatives, visions of "sponteneity" and "total liberation" can 

not be the basis of a 
remotely effective politics, 

even if one considers them 

to be the supreme ends of human existence. The gardens that survive 

in the machine will have to be carefully planned. 

Perhaps it is premature to announce yet another obortion of Marx 

ism in America. But the events and trends of the 1960s indicate that 

it has thus far been revived as myth rather than as theory. If the young 
Left looked briefly to Marxism for answers, they soon exchanged the 

theoretical challenge for myth and drama, dressing up like revolutionary 
heroes and acting out their desires through ritualistic rhetorical battles. 

The troubling perspective of radical paradoxes was officially dispelled 

by 
an orgy of nonsense: at one of the last sds conventions when one 

faction chanted "Mao, Mao, Mao Tse Tung!" while another replied 
with "Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Minh," the dialogue had reached its outer 

limits. But the show had to go on. Assuming the surrogate form of 

drama, the play continued, though the political revolution in America 

had been delayed again. And the ritual of blood was about to begin. 

The Cultural Revolutionaries 

Plagued by similar frustrations, the political and cultural revolution 

aries share a 
spirit of unremitting opposition to society. And not surpris 

ingly, since they have common 
backgrounds: predominantly young, 

middle class, and disillusioned, they demand full release from the dull, 
affluent settings of their childhood, no less than from the prefabri 
cated adult roles in what they regard as the same 

meaningless bourgeois 

drama.15 But on the continuum of liberation, cultural revolutionaries 

stand to the left of their political counterparts who cling (however 

tenuously) to language and logic, theory and political action as means 

of shaping History. The Yippies (who represent the most flamboyant 
se m i-political thrust in the cultural revolution) find these lingering 
commitments a source of new frustrations, new orthodoxies, new pris 

ons of the mind. 

Unencumbered by the idea of reason and History, Yippies do not 

need to establish priorities, to mediate between personal values and his 

15 
Two interesting studies of student radicals (not confined to the revolu 

tionaries) are: Kenneth Kenniston, Young Radicals (New York, 1968); and 
Charles Hampden-Turner, Radical Man (Cambridge, Mass., 1970), especial 

ly Chapter XII, pp. 349-395. 
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torical options. Jerry Rubin, a leading spokesman, knows the futility 
of sectarian politics at first hand: "For years I went to left-wing meet 

ings trying to figure out what the hell was going on. Finally I started 

taking acid, and I realized what was going on : nothing. I vowed never 

to go to another left-wing meeting again. Fuck left-wing meetings!" 

By submitting wholly to the spirit of liberation through total opposition 

they evade the radical paradoxes of independent Left intellectuals and 

the radical problems of the new revolutionaries. "The Yippies are 

Marxists," Rubin facetiously declares: "We follow in the revolutionary 
tradition of Groucho, Chico, Harpo and Karl."16 

The accent is on direct, unmediated, frenetic action against every 

form of repression. Do It!y the title of Rubin's bestseller, provides the 

cultural revolutionary's reply to the question "What Is to Be Done?" 

The vague parody of Lenin is sufficiently precise for Rubin's purpose: 
"Previous revolutions aimed at seizure of the state's highest authority, 

followed by the takeover of the means of production. The Youth Inter 

national Revolution will begin with mass breakdown of authority, mass 

rebellion, total anarchy in every institution in the Western world. 

Tribes of longhairs, blacks, armed women, workers, peasants and stu 

dents will take over." The subtitle?Scenarios for Revolution?is 

equally revealing. For the cultural revolutionaries seek to bypass radical 

paradoxes by obliterating distinctions between life (in particular, reason, 

History and politics) and art, turning everything in sight into a gigan 
tic set for a musical comedy in a violent key: ". . . 

language," Rubin 

contends, "does not radicalize people?what changes people is the 

emotional involvement of action. What breaks through apathy and 

complacency 
are confrontations and actions, the creation of new situ 

ations which previous mental pictures do not explain, polarizations which 

define people into rapidly new situations." 

Personal and social salvation?and the two cannot be distinguished 
in this gestalt?begin when one externalizes his frustrations, dreams, 

hopes and anxieties. Conformity and isolation turn into creative conflict 

and community. Once large numbers enlist as revolutionary actors, old 

structures will crumble, and power will pass into the hands of the 

people. And after the orgy of destruction? Rubin's scenario of libera 

tion reads like pop drama, not historical prophecy. His projected rev 

olution takes the form of a comic dance: "Millions of young people 

16 
Subsequent references are to Jerry Rubin, Do It! (New York, 1970), 

pp. 116fT. 
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will surge into the streets of every city, dancing, singing, smoking pot, 

fucking in the streets, tripping, burning draft cards, stopping traffic." 

Concluding with a stage adaptation of Marx's vision of the communist 

future, Rubin prophesies that "People will farm in the morning, make 

music in the afternoon and fuck wherever and whenever they 
want to." 

Though anti-capitalist, anti-racist, and anti-imperialist, Yippies shun 

the sectarian organization and scholastic games of the politically 
revo 

lutionary elements of the movement. 
Largely immune to 

theory and 

politics 
even when both are infused with a 

"revolutionary content," 

they will tolerate no transitional periods before the state withers away. 

Abbie Hoffman, the most prolific spokesman for this amorphous tenden 

cy, suggests the similarities and differences between the two dominant 

radical tendencies in his five-day "book," Woodstock Nation: 

When I appear in the Chicago courtroom, I want to be tried not because I 

support the National Liberation Front?which I do?but because I have long 

hair. Not because I support the Black Liberation Movement, but because I 

smoke dope. Not because I am against a 
capitalist system, but because I think 

property eats shit. Not because I believe in student power, but that the 

schools should be destroyed. Not because I'm against corporate liberalism, but 

because I think people should do whatever the fuck they want, and not 

because I am 
trying to organize the working class, but because I think kids 

should kill their parents. Finally, I want to be tried for having a good time 

and not for being serious. I'm not angry over Vietnam and racism and 

imperialism. Naturally I'm against all that shit but I'm really pissed 
cause my 

friends are in prison for dope and cops stop me on the street because I 

have long hair. I'm guilty of a 
conspiracy, all right. Guilty of creating lib 

erated land in which we can do whatever the fuck we decide. Guilty of 

helping to bring woodstock nation to the whole earth. Guilty of trying to 

overthrow the motherfuckin senile government of the U.S. of A. . . . 
Just 

thought I'd let you know what I mean when I say, 'I'm just doin my 

thing.'17 

This remarkable passage reveals the paradoxical character of the 

Yippies. Selfconsciously anti-political, they, unlike the political far Left, 
are in touch with a sizable portion of America's young, mainly the 

children of affluence, but increasingly, young refugees from all classes 

?the "street people." Whatever their social origins, they are all the 

offspring of a squalid culture whose imprint they cannot escape. The 

Yippies may represent no more than a brief flash on the cultural hori 

17 
Subsequent references are to Woodstock Nation (New York, 1969), 

pp. 8ff. 
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zon, but they are a figment of deeper impulses that will constantly 
appear in new forms in the seventies. 

Whereas the theorists of the political revolution are 
obsessively scho 

lastic (however mad their points of departure), the Yippies regard 
Reason as a 

trap. As Hoffman put it: "It's only when you get to the 

End of Reason can you begin to enter woodstock nation." Anti 

theoretical and anti-rational, the Yippies search for new modes of ex 

pressing their revulsion against the pig nation. Since Reason and 

language have been appropriated by the enemy, the Yippies seek the 

only uncorrupted mode of expression?sensations and feelings. In their 

attempts to constitute new worlds, they thus begin with severe, partially 

self-imposed limitations. Through spokesmen such as Hoffman, the 

Yippies register their opposition in concrete, intensely personal 
terms. 

Insofar as 
they rely 

on 
language at all, they avoid alienating abstrac 

tions, sticking 
to a 

language of the nerves. 

Since the aim is to make an instant cultural revolution rather than 

define a long-range political one, Hoffman rejects theory and politics, 

relying instead on a selfconsciously fashioned social myth to account for 

his revulsion against contemporary America. Like the political revolu 

tionaries, he divides the world simplistically into two camps?the pig 

nation and the woodstock nation, one perishing, the other rising 

out of its ruins. For Hoffman, the gathering 
at Woodstock in the sum 

mer of 1969 was not a rock festival, but the birth of a nation, the 

formation of another country where the diseases of civilization will 

disappear. Let the tribe gather together, let everyone do "what he 

wants," and then the details of government can be worked out! There 

is in this comic-strip perspective 
no need for elaborate theory, 

no need 

for social vision, and no need for a 
politics of transition. The cultural 

revolution is now (it is the instant breakfast of the cultural Left). And 

the only "politics" of this transformation is self-defense against the 

"fascist pigs," he declares, sweeping the details of strategy aside with the 

grandiose phrase, "by any means 
necessary." According 

to Hoffman, 

the flower children of the mid-sixties are beginning to rise above their 

early innocence and passiveness. Like the political militants who grad 
uated from liberalism to uncompromising revolutionary postures, the 

Yippies have had to drop their pacific fantasies in order to actively 
resist the harsh repression of the larger society. 

The Yippies' primitivism obviously has little to offer in the way of 

ethical or political insight into contemporary dilemmas. The idea of 

"doing one's own thing" is not the culmination of ethics, but its ob 
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vious precondition and cause. And the political and social consequences 

of everyone pursuing his whims are predictably disastrous. Hoffman, 
who wrote his book while lying comfortably on the floor of his publisher's 
office, romanticizes the pathetic scene which he grooved 

on earlier at 

Woodstock. But the new "nation" survived only three days before 

paralysis set in. As the New York Times observed, "What kind of 

culture is it that can 
produce 

so colossal a mess: one 
youth dead and at 

least three others in hospitals from overdoses of drugs; another dead 

from a mishap while sleeping in an open field. The highways for twenty 
miles around made completely impassable, not only for the maddened 

youth but for local residents and ordinary travelers." Had the Times 

reporter been able to go beyond the perspective of a 
foreign 

corre 

spondent and drop his mask of moral arrogance, he might have been 

able to 
recognize the responsible culture as his own. 

And for Hoffman, an insider, the tragic aspects of Woodstock dis 

appear into his fantasy of a new nation taking shape. He seems as 

blind as most petty chieftains to the agony of the lower castes, of those 

who form the writhing backdrop to his own flamboyant fantasies. 

Except for a few media figures such as Joan Baez and Jerry Rubin, 
Hoffman revealingly portrays Woodstock as a faceless nation. He sees 

only the incredible energy of the young at Woodstock, not the massive 
waste of human potential which such gatherings of aimless young 

people exemplify. As one participant in Woodstock West observed: "I 

kept thinking 
we are so 

stupid, so unable to cope with anything prac 
tical. Push forward, smoke dope. But maintain? Never. We don't 

know how. We've been coddled, treadmilled, straight-teethed and 

vitamin-pilled, but we don't know what to do on our own. 
Reports of 

a revolution are 
vastly premature. We don't like the power structure. 

But we have to live together. We will be governed by others until we 

learn how to govern ourselves."18 

But such moralistic criticism of the Yippies largely misses the mark, 
and not only by obscuring the devastating satire that they level against 
the triviality of life in middle America. More importantly, it obscures 
the social and psychological roots of their dominant moods and styles. 
In his credo, Hoffman wants to locate himself against the family, the 

school, and the local authorities?against those who would prevent him 
from wearing long hair and smoking dope; against those who would 
restrict his sexual urges and force him to be serious. Destroy the schools 

18 
Quoted in Sandy Darlington, "Gimme Shelter," Hard Times (No. 58, 

December 22-29, 1969), p. 3. 
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and kill the parents (symbolically, one hopes), and you will be born 

into the sensate kingdom of the young! In reaction to those institutional 

and personal forces, Hoffman declares his independence by asserting his 

right to "do his thing": he needs to do what he feels like doing in order 

to be himself, which means, at the very least, to become the antithesis 

of whatever formerly controlled and repressed him. 

At bottom, then, the Yippie quest is for authenticity, for a believable 

sense of self. Since the prevailing culture has appropriated and distorted 

rationality through its language and values, no less than through its 

disorienting pace of technological change, the search centers on feelings 
as the only remaining mode of authenticity. In Woodstock Nation, 

Hoffman presents himself as a 
representative character in revolt (though 

cleverer and more intense than others). A picaro in search of himself, 
he neglects the creation of a coherent personality 

to emphasize 
con 

sciousness as an 
ever-expanding medium which generates and expands 

as much energy as possible. The more energy which passes through the 

multi-circuitry of the self, the better. As Hoffman remarks, "wood 

stock nation is built on electricity. It is our energy, music, politics, 

school, religion, play, battleground and our sensuality." One can be 

even more 
precise : when language and conventional patterns of behavior 

break down, the tokens of authenticity 
are reduced largely 

to sex and 

violence. Throughout his long rap, Hoffman tediously emphasizes his 

desire to seduce every woman he can imagine. And he regards 
most of 

his encounters with important figures in pugilistic terms: he even sums 

up his meeting with Joan Baez as "a draw." As the most extreme 

expression of raw energy, sex and violence form the poles around which 

Hoffman moves, rather like a little league Mailer, continuously taking 
his pulse for signs of life. To be is to be continuously moving, pouring 

energy out into the environment. 

Of course, the stress on the quantitative expenditure of energy leads 

Hoffman to project a multiplicity of more precise self-images. But the 

quest for authenticity becomes curiously inauthentic, when, in the 

frantic effort to become other than the culture he rejects, Hoffman 

accepts any and all characterizations of himself: "I suppose all this 

energy results from being an anarchist, Jewish, bottle-fed, stubborn, 

beautiful, white, spoiled brat, dedicated male, young, old, optimistic, 

Sagittarius, schmuck, revolutionist, communist, god, self-destructive, 

egotistical, horny, show-off, paranoid-schizophrenic, naive, fucked-up, 

big-mouth, not serious, brilliant, honest Yippie leader and non-leader 

and a whole lot more from Concord, Mass., and the Bronx, New 
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York." Hoffman may indeed possess every one of these characteristics 

(a list facetiously compiled from his critics), but his failure to structure 

and organize them is perhaps the most revealing trait of all: he emerges 
as a hollow man with a thousand faces. Obsessed with demonstrating 

his vitality, he piles up images of himself and accounts of his activities. 

Any effort at discrimination seems a concession to the spirit of Thanatos} 

since such acts would entail curbing some of these traits and developing 
others: that would make him somehow less "real." Moreover, it is 

easier to plead guilty to all charges, especially if the mere admission of 

guilt is taken as the principal sign of innocence. 

What renders the total performance unconvincing, however, is 

Hoffman's steady refusal to take himself seriously. All the confident 

pronouncements become tentative by virtue of his selfconscious comic 

pose. By disclaiming accountability for his fantasies, his thoughts, and 

his actions, he ultimately denies any responsibility for himself. The ex 

ternal and internal sense of reality he frantically tries to construct turns 

out to be no more than an illusion. Protesting that he's "only in it for 

kicks and stuff," he nevertheless emerges as the sad butt of his own 

elaborate gag. None of the roles he tries on so 
cavalierly fits?nor do 

all of them at once. 
They 

are so many unconvincing media images 

which fail to provide satisfying forms for the amorphous flow of energy. 
And so, the endless cycle of expending himself continues to expose his 

own 
emptiness. 

It is as if Holden Caulfield had reappeared in Hoffman. Both the 

character and the culture are fifteen years older?less idealistic, more 

callous. The disease of youth 
now extends through the twenties. Instead 

of being institutionalized, the hung-up kid can travel to Woodstock. 
In a word, the silent rebellion of the fifties has become the expressive 
rebellion of the sixties. Whereas Holden's fantasy life was tempered by 
external constraints and internal restraints, Hoffman embodies his fan 

tasies in direct action, measuring his successes by the number of times he 

gets busted and laid. But the displacement of reality by media fantasies 

of the lover-warrior gone wild destroys the functions of each. By the 

end of Catcher Holden is at least paralyzed, consciously trapped be 

tween the two worlds of his imagination and their reality. Hoffman is 
also imprisoned in his own moving world of fantasy, unable to combat 
his disease. But at thirty-one, he can merely celebrate the fact of his 
illness and his narrowing chances of recovery. 

Like many of the alienated young, Hoffman ironically does not even 

manage the world of his feelings and imagination. His repertoire of 
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fantasies seems even more 
prefabricated than Holden's?often exagger 

ated but always recognizable. Hoffman's inauthenticity is paradoxically 
an authentic embodiment of some of the primary features of cold war 

American culture. Listen to a 
portion of his summary of a 

year's 

activity: 

... a book and a half, three quick movies, one to design and edit, the other 

two to improvise-act in, and lots more to get absorbed into ... I also did a 

unique Yippie calendar, ten or so street theatre events, wasted time battling 

SDS, gave about seventy speech-performances, had hepatitis and almost died, 

flew about eighty thousand miles. ... In between I managed to write about 

thirty articles, mostly under other names, for the underground press, and a 

few children's stories. I founded the Movement Speakers' Bureau?a very 

good idea?and helped to hustle bread and spread the word on the con 

spiracy trial. I took about twenty acid trips, fucked about 856 times and did 

a few things that only the f.b.i. knows about and lots of other stuff they 
don't. I managed to get busted only ten times and face a 

possible thirty-seven 

years or so in prison. 
. . . 

With a few modifications, this fantastic combination of business and 

pleasure would be the envy of most young men on the rise in the 

straight world. The fantasies of sex and aggression, the emphasis on 

action as opposed to deliberation, the quantification of pleasure?all 

testify to Hoffman's distinctively North American machismo. Rather 

than creating unique imaginative fantasies, then, he merely 
acts out 

many of the standard wish-projections of the masscult hero. If the 

straight executive escapes through television and alcohol, Hoffman man 

ages to numb himself through movies and drugs. Both appear to be on 

endless trips with no destination in mind. Process replaces purpose; 

means obscure ends. But what Mailer calls a "sense of the real" eludes 

both the executive and his "liberated" double. 

Hoffman almost perfectly embodies the ideal type of alienated young 
man in a consumer society. His celebration of quality?in the form of 

reckless expenditure of energy?suggests the ultimate reification of in 

dividuals. The frantic consumption of things in the larger society takes 

the form of a frenetic consumption of self among many of the young. 
How could it be otherwise in this society? Energy is youth's principal 

capital. Hoffman's odyssey suggests that it is squandered in much the 
same way that middle-class Americans spend vast amounts on travel, 

color television sets, private swimming pools, and the like. What could 
be a more perfect example of the deficit-spending of energy than the 

spectacle of Woodstock? Like large sectors of the middle class, the 
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Yippies cannot find personally viable and rewarding styles of life. And 

the premises of their search are as 
fundamentally anti-social and anti 

political as that of any isolated citizen. Instead of thinking of all politi 
cians as crooked, however, the Yippies regard the whole system as 

irredeemably crooked. And they assume that the only way to respond 
to a rigged game is to ridicule it or to break it up. But since it can't be 

wrecked, and, since ridicule is one of the subterfuges of the game, the 

strategy fails in its outward thrust against the culture. Moreover, both 

the Yippie and his pale masscult double exemplify the inner isolation 
which results from elevating the infantile notion of perpetually doing 
your thing to the first principle of moral and political philosophy. 

A Medium Range View 

I have focused on the best publicized and most bizarre configurations 
of the new Left?the political and cultural revolutionaries. Both strike 

me as self-defeating. Having subdivided into warring sects, the political 
revolutionaries isolate themselves from the rest of the society. And 
instead of revolutionizing mass culture, the Yippies have become an 

other facet of it. Even when measured against the crude criterion of 

mere growth, the political and cultural revolutionaries must be judged 
only marginally successful: they have organized 

no more than a frac 

tion of the radical energies that began to surface toward the end of 
the Eisenhower years. And the characteristic reaction to major political 
defeats and minor success in attracting young people has been to in 

tensify their isolation by striking ever more militant postures. By the 
end of the sixties, then, sds and the Yippies emerged as the most ex 
treme symbols of white protest and revolt in American society; they 

were at the same time among the most impotent radical forces. In their 

distinctive ways, the political and cultural revolutionaries now reinforce 

anti-political attitudes in the wider society. The Yippies are consciously 
anti-political, whereas the sds factions achieve irrelevance by trying to 

compress all of life into rigid political categories. Though not without 
cultural political importance, they exercise virtually no control over the 
uses of their public activity. Their analyses, visions and politics preclude 
a coherent synthesis of motive and act, intention and execution. Hence, 

in addition to being self-defeating, the revolutionaries have become 

potentially dangerous insofar as they threaten the less apocalyptic radical 

constituencies, intensifying the political repression and contributing to 
the decline of civil rights and liberties. Their most disheartening failure, 
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however, is one of omission: the revolutionaries repel the majority 
on 

the Left who refuse to go over the psychological brink into holistic in 

tellectual and emotional fantasy. 
The most obvious?and modest?lesson of the radicalism of the 

sixties, then, is a 
negative 

one: 
apocalyptic visions of revolution crumble 

in non-revolutionary America. Mounting public problems may in fact 

lead to an 
apocalyptic seizure, and the collapse of the American social 

order. But that real possibility ought not license an uninhibited play of 

subjective visions of disaster. It is one thing to be able to imagine an 

apocalypse and quite another to succumb to the apocalyptic imagination. 

Assume, for the moment, the worst: that Left-liberal political reform 

eventually fails, leaving a terrible revolution as the only theoretical and 

practical alternative to an American variety of fascism. How does the 

immediate formation of marginal groups further any revolutionary 
cause? Past experiences of the American "revolutionary' Left?princi 

pally the early Communist Party and Trotskyist groups?suggest that 

such premature vanguards end up as small, isolated, quasi-religious 

sects. Rather than turning into effective, professional revolutionaries, 

most members became calcified rhetoricians, accepting 
a permanent 

cleavage between their revolutionary aspirations and their bourgeois 

life-styles. During the endless wait, most became sectarian fussbudgets 

who worship "History" while it passes them by. It is hard to imagine 
a different political fate for the current revolutionaries, though many 

will doubtless avoid the bourgeois styles of life adopted by earlier 

radicals. 

Nor do such groups help the "masses" politically, for the obvious 

reason that they cannot understand the complex needs, desires, and the 

play of pressures on various classes and strata. The needs of the people 

may be "false," their desires twisted, and the social pressures that sus 

tain them irrational. Still, their existence cannot be dissolved by 
revo 

lutionary preachments 
or gestures. A few individuals may be converted 

by revolutionary argument or rhetoric but fundamentalist models on 

the Left have always produced marginal results in America. 

Thus, even if revolution is the only theoretical answer to the irra 

tionalities of the American economic and social order, it is not, I am 

convinced, a 
practical option in the medium-range. "Total" questions 

may yield only partial answers. Throughout this century Marxists have 

posited various "limits" to the system; each time, however, the "fatal 

contradictions" have been offset by "conteracting tendencies." In the 

early parts of the century, capitalism was supposed to be helpless with 
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respect to questions of quantity: jobs, income, housing. More recently, it 

is supposed to be impervious 
to 

questions of quality, unable to accommo 

date a cultural revision by mobilizing its resources to change the environ 

ment and to permit more constructive modes of work and more 
satisfy 

ing styles of leisure. When measured against its human talent and 

material resources, the system has clearly failed. It maintains itself 

economically by militarism and its distinctive brand of imperialism, as 

well as by a cult of consumership whose absurd and destructive aspects 
should by now be apparent to all but the witless. Its dominant political 
and cultural styles are characterized more by salesmanship than by 
critical intelligence and concern for human welfare. It treats its own 

racial and impoverished minorities callously, responding primarily to 

threats and pressure when it responds 
at all. 

It has surely failed the test of Reason. More importantly, however, it 

has survived. Doubtless oligopolistic capitalism (let us call the system 

by its name) has historical limits, but beyond this general prediction, not 

much can be known. One of the continuous theoretical responsibilities 
of intellectuals on the Left is to define the system's potential breaking 

points. Such exercises are both necessary and highly problematic? 

necessary because without a transcendent vision, radicals are swept in 

exorably toward existing centers of power; problematic because it is 

like charting the map of an unknown country whose contours must be 

in part discovered, in part created. 

It is therefore pointless to act as if the boundaries were firmly fixed 
or even in sight. To focus exclusively on the undefinable limits of the 

system impairs the ability to chart its political and cultural possibilities? 
and to 

play 
an active part in realizing them. Transcendence has become 

a cant term on the far Left, and a highly misleading one, for in Ameri 
can 

politics "transcendence" has thus far meant 
going through in order 

to go beyond twentieth century social configurations. It may be that 
we are moving helplessly toward a kind of military authoritarianism. 

Still, it takes a special kind of madness to opt out of politics or worse, 
to hope for the worst as a dialectical prelude to a cleansing revolution. 

Even if the apocalyptic imagination turns out to have been prophetic, 
then, it is nevertheless a politically destructive fiction in the America 
of the seventies. 

I shall not pretend to propose a political course for the American 
Left. That remains a collective undertaking?one with no guarantee of 

success. Still, when set against 
a demonstrated 

"revolutionary" failure, 
it seems worth working toward once again. A serious politics requires 
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at least a reorientation of current radical formulas which exclude a 

majority of those actually or potentially on the Left . . . i.e., individuals 
and groups ranging from McCarthy supporters in the Democratic 

Party to Maoist groups. But let me suggest a couple of points of de 

parture. 

1) First, a less grandiose vision of social change. The extreme Left 

of the sixties demonstrated (alas, once again) the unhappy political 
effects of impossible images of the future. When they are not terrifying, 
these visions of "new menyy are largely crippling to those who inhabit 

the present?they either highlight or excuse our failings, but rarely in 
crease 

self-understanding. Images of a new man 
totally liberated from 

"prehistory" separate elements which belong together. It may be possible 
to 

change human nature in the long 
run. For now, however, the best 

we can 
hope for is a greater realization of man's capacities for reason, 

creativity, freedom, and community. We may also hope to minimize 

the social and personal costs of our aggressive and destructive impulses. 
A better old man must precede 

a new one. 

Similarly, it is naive?even harmful?to be blinded by conceptions of 
a non-repressive society beyond capitalism and socialism. Instead of 

imagining what may seem the best of all possible worlds (and implicitly 

accepting what, by comparison, seems the 
worst), 

we 
ought to settle for 

the more modest vision of a decent society which, according to Barring 
ton Moore, means "no more than the elimination of that portion of 

human misery caused by the working of social institutions. The his 

torically recurring forms of suffering due to such causes can be grouped 
very roughly under the headings of war, poverty, injustice, and per 
secution for the holding of unorthodox opinions. Even if it were 

possible to remove these forms, there would certainly remain all sorts 

of purely personal unhappiness and indeed tragedy."19 Though obvious 

ly well removed from contemporary America, the vision of a decent 

society is neither paralyzing nor dehumanizing. It is rather a useful 

fiction because it tempers cynicism about the current state of affairs and 

provides a plausible link between the present and a recognizable future. 

Those who opt for a utopia they could not learn to inhabit usually 

compound their present misery?and if they achieve power, the misery 
of others. Of the many shapes of alienation, perhaps the most paradoxi 
cal is the image of a future beyond History. 

19 "The Society Nobody Wants: A Look Beyond Marxism and Liberal 
ism," in Kurt H. Wolff and Barrington Moore, Jr., eds., The Critical Spirit 
(Boston, 1967), p. 402. 
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2) A more modest vision might also increase the possibilities of un 

derstanding rather than merely condemning the current structure and 

potentialities of American society. Those who make Utopian, messianic 

demands on the future usually lapse into tedious and politically un 

productive analyses of the present. The identification of present-day 

capitalism as the major social disease of civilization ought to be the 

starting point of analysis and politics, rather than the ultimate response 
to any actual or 

proposed movement, or reform in society. Better 

schools and bigger bombs may in fact be inseparable parts of the gov 

erning class's strategy of survival. But is it really futile to work for 

one and against the other? I'm not sure. The apocalyptic vision, how 

ever, presumes answers to questions which must be regarded 
as open. 

One point of departure is suicidal; the other at least promises a decent 

struggle, 
an intellectual stance that permits 

a search for an effective 

radical politics. By imagining an impossibly rapid historical tempo, the 

revolutionary Left may achieve a momentary release from frustrations, 

though at the heavy cost of blinding itself to the comparatively slow 

rate of change that a coherent radical politics might help to attain. The 

enlarged scope and complexity of modern societies, the increased access 

to 
knowledge about gigantic problems combines to exaggerate the in 

dividual's sense of powerlessness. Counter-fantasies of omnipotence, 

however, only increase actual impotence. As Michael Harrington puts 

it, "A hazy apocalypse is no substitute for an inadequate liberalism."20 

My 
own view is that a more modest and rational medium-range 

view would help the Left seriously confront the short-run realities of 

the 1970s. Minimally, the Left requires a strategy of survival. Faced 

with yet another outbreak of the traditional American disease of in 

tolerance, elements of the Left need to unite in the defense of civil 

rights and liberties. Without operating room, the Left will contract 

rather than grow, leaving only small, marginal bands of guerrillas to 

be smashed militarily rather than politically. The recent attacks on the 

Black Panthers, the systematic denial of elementary rights in the ghet 
toes, the harassment of the non-conforming young must all be actively 

and intelligently resisted by legal means and, where necessary, by extra 

legal, non-violent protest. 

Beyond this basic need to survive, the issues and options become am 

biguous. It is quite misleading to speak of the Left as anything more 

than a pastiche of shifting moods and a collection of small groups, 

20 
Toward a Democratic Left (Baltimore, 1969), p. 8. 
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ranging from McCarthy supporters to the remnants of sds. The most 

extreme tendencies, as I have argued, 
seem dangerous and self-defeat 

ing. But there are other political and cultural currents in American 

society between the dead center and the romantic revolutionaries: near 

ly half the educated young; elements of the poor, the blacks, the ch? 

canosy and labor; as well as the "conscience constituency of the middle 

classes, intellectuals turning left, people in the service professions, and 

some technical workers who are 
beginning to experience unemployment 

first-hand. These diverse currents often conflict, since they represent 

diverse strata, age groups, and cultural attitudes and styles. They 
are 

milder than the sectarian groups, but in the near future of considerably 
more 

importance. How?or whether?they 
can come together 

on po 

litical issues is an open question without a satisfactory 
answer. The 

national coalition which Michael Harrington, Bayard Rustin and others 

imagine, may take shape in the seventies. But as a unified political force 

on a national scale, it will probably 
remain weak. Even the idea strikes 

me as premature, for effective coalitions presuppose well-organized 

constituent parts. Later in the decade, it may become a method of deal 

ing with basic domestic questions?jobs and technology, the distribution 

of wealth, education, medical care, and the creation of a habitable en 

vironment. A national coalition may also work toward a foreign policy 
of less indiscriminate imperialism to meet the actual conditions that 

make military adventures in parts of the underdeveloped world alto 

gether too 
costly. 

At best, of course, a Left-liberal coalition promises 
an 

enlarged wel 

fare state that would fall considerably short of Moore's criteria for a 

decent society. The political coalition that Harrington and others urge 
should probably not be heralded as the beginning of a long road to 

democratic socialism. (A mild romanticism is no substitute for a mili 

tant one.) The coalition will remain in the geography of monopoly 

capitalism, though it may alter the system's most disturbing shapes. 
Political reforms would help some of the dispossessed without seriously 

undermining the main centers of power. Thus, for example, 
ge will 

retain its profits and probably enlarge them by running special reading 

programs for children of the ghettoes. But since the existence of ge 

can't be helped (even though its policies may be changed through a 

politics of pressure) we ought to focus on the children. A coalition, 
after all, is not a permanent strategy; it is merely 

a first step toward 

an enlarged political Left, one that responds to the real needs of real 

people. 
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Morevoer, the potential forces for change in America go well beyond 
a national politics of coalition. The primary importance of the new Left 

?in the widest sense of the term?may not be felt until the late seven 

ties and eighties. As an 
organized youth movement, it quickly reached 

its predictable limits, though not before having helped to shake the 

country out of the complacency of the Eisenhower years. Most of its 

graduates?and countless others whose outlooks have been influenced 

by the movement?will move into society, mainly 
as members of the 

service profession: law, medicine, teaching, social work, urban planning. 

Even though they temper the fundamentalist visions of their youth, 

they will also retain their distrust of received ideology; many will 

pursue their experimental attitudes toward the questions of how to live. 

In the sixties, the inner core of American ideology?the belief that 

individual competition for rewards lies at the very center of human 

existence?began to crumble, especially among the young, but also 

among other minorities. In retrospect, this astonishing shift in con 

sciousness may be viewed as the most important development of the 

decade. Though unpredictable, the impact of new ways of thinking 
and feeling on present cultural and political configurations should be 

significant. New departures in the relations between the sexes, in fam 

ily structure, child-rearing, education, the meaning of work and the 

possibilities of creative leisure should not be dismissed as apolitical. All 

of these impulses of the amorphous "cultural revolution" have political 
consequences, and in the seventies some may assume political forms. 

Though it is too early to tell how these experiments will affect the 
structure of American society, it would be foolish to 

reject them all 

as retreats from the enormous 
challenge of moving toward a decent 

society. 

Considered as a whole, this economic and social order is irrational. 

It may be theoretically dissected and condemned, but not changed as 
a whole all at once. 

People, after all, live and act in the parts, and it 

may be that we can change them significantly?a possibility as opposed 
to an 

impossibility. No one can orchestrate the many moods and move 

ments of the Left?except in his imagination. Still, those who en 

danger themselves and the entire Left need to be patiently exposed, 
however futile the critical act may seem. At the same time, their rights 

?and ours?must be defended against the dark forces that threaten 

to turn the American experience into nightmare. 
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